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One of “the most innovative and imaginative artists coming out of China right now” (New York Times,
November 18, 2020), Lu Yang (陸揚) (1985-) has provocatively re-envisioned the notions of identity, the
body, sex and gender in complex, layered and at the same time highly entertaining videos and multimedia
installations. The artist’s work also reflects on darker themes like death, destruction and reincarnation.
Lu Yang creates experimental virtual environments where cutting-edge technologies meet philosophical
considerations inspired by Buddhism. The goal of this special issue is to explore the different aspects of Lu
Yang’s works and aesthetic in the context of Chinese and East Asian contemporary art and global visual
cultures. We encourage proposals by scholars, art critics, curators, and graduate students working in and
across the fields of Chinese and East Asian contemporary art and visual cultures, cultural studies, feminist
and queer/LGBTQIA+ theory, new media and postinternet/postdigital art, game studies, religious studies,
Chinese and East Asian cinemas and more.

Abstracts of 250-300 words accompanied by a short list of references and a brief bio should be sent
to the following email address by April 30, 2021: luyangcfp@gmail.com.
Contributions that have been selected for the special journal issue should be no longer than
4500 words + bibliography and should reach the editors by August 1, 2021.
For more information, including the style guide, visit www.berghahnjournals.com/screen-bodies

Proposals could explore topics such as:
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−

Sex, gender, a/sexuality in Lu Yang’s work.
Feminist and queer/LGBTQIA+ approaches to Lu Yang’s work.
Trans and non-binary approaches to Lu Yang’s work.
Bodies, materialities, identities.
The remediation and/or repurposing/re-envisioning of Japanese media mix and pop cultural forms (manga,
anime, video games) and various forms of Western and Chinese/Sinophone/East Asian popular cultures.
The work of Lu Yang in the context of video game culture, artgames and artists’games
Intermediality, transmediality, remediation, transdisciplinarity in the work of Lu Yang
The work of Lu Yang and its relationship to Buddhism, spirituality, and religion.
The work of Lu Yang in relation to biotechnology, the neurosciences, and scientific experimentations.
The work of Lu Yang and its approach to virtual reality and artificial intelligence.
Curating the works of Lu Yang in China and around the world.
Reception and influence of his work in China and in the global contemporary arts and visual cultures.
Futurity, futurism and Sino-futurism in Lu Yang
Critical Posthumanism, Transhumanism and other forms of post-humanisms.
Animation in the work of Lu Yang

Other topics are also welcome.
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